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Abstract 
In this paper a generalized approach is proposed for clustering a set of given documents or text files or software components 
for reuse based on the new similarity function called hybrid XOR function defined for the purpose of finding degree of 
similarity among two document sets or any two software components. We construct a matrix called similarity matrix of 
order n-1 by n for n document sets or software components by applying hybrid XOR function for each pair of document 
sets. We define and design the clustering algorithm which has its input as similarity matrix and output as a set of clusters 
formed dynamically as compared to other clustering algorithms that predefine the count of clusters and documents being fit 
to one of those clusters or classes finally. The approach carried out uses simple computations. 
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1. Introduction 
   Software reuse can be defined as the process of developing new software systems by making use of 
existing software components from other systems. Reuse eliminates the need for developing a software system 
from the scratch and reduces the cost of productivity. The component for reuse may be a requirement document 
or test document or modules to name a few. Software Component retrieval from the Software component 
repository has gained a significant importance from the researchers and also from industry perspective. The 
retrieval of any component from the repository requires a search algorithm that can retrieve the software 
component with the features specified by the user in the user query. 
Clustering is a process which when applied to software components groups all the components with similar 
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feature into one class and those with dissimilar features into another class. Clustering reduces the search time 
complexity as all the similar components are grouped into one class. Clustering is not any one specific 
algorithm that we can stick firm to, but it must be viewed as the general task to be solved.  
Document clustering or text clustering is one of the main themes in text mining [3]. It refers to the process 
of grouping documents with similar contents or topics into clusters to improve both availability and reliability 
of text mining applications such as information retrieval, classifying text, summarizing document sets, etc.  
2. Taxonomy 
The problem of finding frequent itemsets is dealt widely in the literature [8]. Frequent item sets originate from 
association rule mining. Recently, it has being applied in the area of text mining for document categorization, 
document clustering. In [1] clustering a given set of text documents from neighbour set is proposed. In [2] the 
authors propose a methof for discovering maximum length frequent item sets.  
In [6], the classification of text files or documents is done by considering Gaussian membership function 
and making use of it to obtain clusters by finding word patterns. Each cluster is identified by its word pattern 
calculated using Fuzzy based Gaussian membership function once clusters are formed.  
A new method called Maximum Capturing is proposed for document clustering is proposed in [3]. 
Maximum Capturing includes two procedures as finding constructing document clusters and assigning cluster 
topics. In [10], algorithm to search for a pattern in a text is proposed which can be used to search for 
component of interest in the component repository.  
3. Proposed Method 
In this paper we address two issues  
1. Clustering a given set of documents  
2. Clustering Software components which may be modules or functions.  
In the case of document clustering the idea is to first obtain frequent item sets for each document using any 
of the existing association rule mining algorithms. This involves elimination of stop words and stemming 
words from each document to reduce the dimensionality of a document as all the words of a document do not 
associate technical or semantic meaning and also it is not appropriate to consider whole word set as it increases 
the processing time of each document. The idea is to make use of only those word sets which can form 
candidate solutions in defining the clusters. This process is followed by finding the frequent item sets using any 
of the existing algorithms for association rule mining. We then form a boolean matrix with rows indicating 
documents and columns indicating unique frequent item sets from each document. This is further followed by 
the computation of a binary feature vector for each document pair, represented as a 2D array or 2D matrix by 
redefining the XOR function as hybrid XOR similarity function with slight modification in the function 
introducing high impedance variable as Z.  
The algorithm for document clustering has its input as documents with frequent item sets and output as set 
of clusters formed dynamically. The approach followed is a tabular approach 
3.1 Algorithm for Document Clustering 
Document_Clustering (Document Set, Frequent item sets)   
Begin of Algorithm 
Step1: 
                   For each document D do  
                      Begin  
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                             Step1.    Remove stop words and stemming words from each document. 
                             Step2.    Find unique words in each document and count of the same. 
                             Step3.    Find frequent itemsets of each document 
                      End for  
 
Step 2:  Form a word set W consisting of each word in frequent item sets of each document. 
 
Step 3:  Form Dependency Boolean Matrix with each row and column corresponding to each document and              
             each word respectively 
            
             For each document in document set do  
             Begin  
                   For each word in word set to  
                   Begin  
                   If (word Wk in Word set W is in document Di) 
                       Begin  
                       Set D[Di, Wk] = 1 
                    Else  
                       Set D[Di, Wk] = 0 
                   End if  
                 End for  
             End for  
 
Step 4:   Find the Feature vector similarity matrix by evaluating similarity value for each document pair           
              applying Hybrid XOR Function defined in table 1 to obtain the matrix with feature vectors for  
              each document pair. 
 
Step 5:   Replace the corresponding cells of matrix by count of number of zeroes in tri state feature vector. 
 
Step 6:   At each step, find the cell with maximum value and the document pairs containing this value in the             
              Similarity matrix. Group such document pairs to form the clusters. Also if document pair (I, J) is in  
              one cluster and document pair (J, K) is in another cluster, form a new cluster containing (I, J, K) as  
              its elements. 
 
Step 7:   Repeat Step6 until no documents exist or we reach the stage of first minimum value leaving zero        
              entry. 
 
Step 8:  Output the set of clusters obtained.  
 
Step 9: label the clusters by considering candidate entries. 
 
End of algorithm 
 
We define the Similarity function S as a function of documents A and B which is a tri state function as 
shown below in the truth table of Table 1. 
Table 1.  Truth Table of hybrid XOR Similarity Function 
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A B   S(A,B) 
  0 0 Z 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
Hypothesis-1 
If a frequent item set exists in the document, then the cell value of the matrix corresponding to D [di,wk ] is  
made 1 else the cell value is made as zero where i varies from 1 to n is index of each document and  k   is  
index of each frequent item. 
4. Case Study 
4.1 Case study of Document Clustering  
For sake of simplicity we consider document sets each treated as a transaction of frequent itemsets. We can 
also consider software components with high features for clustering so that they can be reused efficiently. 
Consider the document sets with the frequent item sets obtained after mining using any one of the association 
rule mining algorithms as shown below. 
Table 2.  Documents and Corresponding Frequent item sets 
DOCUMENTS  
 
                 FREQUENT ITEMSETS 
DOCUMENT 1 { ENCRYPT, NEURAL NETWORKS,   CLUSTER} 
 
DOCUMENT 2 
 
{SVM , MINING,    CLUSTER} 
DOCUMENT 3 
 
{ SVM, NEURAL NETWORKS,  MINING,    CLUSTER} 
DOCUMENT 4 {ENCRYPT,   NEURAL NETWORKS,  MINING,    CLUSTER} 
 
DOCUMENT 5 
 
{SVM ,  CLUSTER} 
DOCUMENT 6 
 
{ENCRYPT,      NEURAL NETWORKS,  MINING} 
DOCUMENT 7 
 
{ENCRYPT,  SVM, NEURAL NETWORKS} 
DOCUMENT 8 
 
{SVM, NEURAL NETWORKS} 
DOCUMENT 9 
 
{NEURAL NETWORKS,  MINING,     CLUSTER} 
 
We now construct a Boolean matrix with rows indicating each document and column corresponding to each  
unique frequent item from set of frequent item sets of all documents sets respectively. 
Table 3.  Boolean matrix Representation of Table.2 
 ENCRYPT NEURAL NETWORKS CLUSTER SVM MINING 
D1 1 1 1 0 0 
D2 0 0 1 1 1 
D3 0 1 1 1 1 
D4 1 1 1 0 1 
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D5 0 0 1 1 0 
D6 1 1 0 0 1 
D7 1 1 0 1 0 
D8 0 1 0 1 0 
D9 0 1 1 0 1 
 
We form a matrix D [n-1, n] for n documents and consider only the upper triangular region. The cells of the 
matrix are filled by applying the similarity function S for which each document pair forms the input as shown 
below in table 4. 
Table 4.  Feature Vector Representation of document set 
       D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 
D1 x {1,1,0,1,1} = 1 {1,0,0,1,1}=2 {0,0,0,Z,1}=3 {1,1,0,1,Z=1 {0,0,1,Z,1}=2 {0,0,1,1,Z}=2 {1,0,1,1,Z}=1 {1,0,0,Z,1=2 
D2 x x {Z,1,0,0,0}=3 {0,0,0,0,1}=4 {Z,Z,0,0,=2 {1,1,1,1,0}=1 {1,1,1,0,1}=1 {Z,1,1,0,1}=1 {Z,1,0,1,0}=2 
D3 x x x {1,0,0,1,0}=3 {Z,1,0,0,1}=2 {1,0,1,1,0}=3 {1,0,1,0,1}=2 {Z,0,1,0,1}=2 {Z,0,0,1,0}=3 
D4 x x x x {1,1,0,1,1}=1 {0,0,1,0,0}=4 {0,0,1,1,1 }=2 { 1,0,1,1,1}=1 { 1,0,0,Z,0}=3 
D5 x x x x x {1,1,1,1,1}=0 {1,1,1,0,Z}=1 {Z,1,1,0,Z}=1 {Z,1,0,1,1}=1 
D6 x x x x x x {0,0,Z,1,1}=2 {1,0,Z,1,1}=1 {1,0,1,Z,0}=2 
D7 x x x x x x x {1,0,Z,0,Z}=2 {1,0,1,1,1}=1 
D8 x x x x x x x x {Z,0,1,1,1}=1 
 
Once we obtain the above table with feature vectors for each document pair then we replace the corresponding 
cells of matrix by count of number of zeroes in tri state feature vector as given in table 5. 
Table 5.  Similarity Matrix with Feature Vector Replaced by Count of 0s. 
 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 
D1 x 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 
D2 x x 3 4 2 1 1 1 2 
D3 x x x 3 2 3 2 2 3 
D4 x x x x 1 4 2 1 3 
D5 x x x x x 0 1 1 1 
D6 x x x x x x 2 1 2 
D7 x x x x x x x 2 1 
D8 x x x x x x x x 1 
 
Step1: find the first maximum value from the matrix and target only those cells having this value to form            
initial cluster. 
Table 6.  Content of Similarity Matrix showing step1  
 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9  
Find max value from the above table which 
is 4 here and target those cells as they form 
the best candidate solutions. 
 
Stage1: (2, 4) and (4, 6) have val as 4. So 
form cluster as (2, 4, 6).  
D1 x 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 
D2 x x 3 0 2 1 1 1 2 
D3 x x x 3 2 3 2 2 3 
D4 x x x x 1 0 2 1 3 
D5 x x x x x 0 1 1 1 
D6 x x x x x x 2 1 2 
D7 x x x x x x x 2 1 
D8 x x x x x x x x 1 
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Step 2: Find the next max value from the above table which is 3 here and target those cells as they form            
the best candidate solutions. Now cluster {2, 4, 6} is dynamically changed to {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9} and is no more a 
separate cluster. 
Table 7.  Content of Similarity Matrix showing step2  
 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 Find the next max value from the above 
table which is 3 here and target those cells as 
they form the best candidate solutions. 
 
Stage2: consider only un-clustered document 
set {1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9} and search for value 3 in 
corresponding columns. (1,4)-(3,4)-(3,6)-(3,9) 
: So form cluster {2,4,6,1,3,9} as new 
Cluster. Set the values as zero. 
Cluster 1: {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9}. 
 
D1 x 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 
D2 x x z 0 2 1 1 1 2 
D3 x x x 3 2 3 2 2 3 
D4 x x x x 1 0 2 1 z 
D5 x x x x x 0 1 1 1 
D6 x x x x x x 2 1 2 
D7 x x x x x x x 2 1 
D8 x x x x x x x x 1 
 
Step 3: Find the next max value from the above table which is 2 here and target those cells as they form the            
best candidate solutions. 
Table 8.  Content of Similarity Matrix showing step3  
 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 Find the next max value from the above 
table which is 2 here and target those cells 
as they form the best candidate solutions. 
 
Stage3: consider only un-clustered 
document set {5, 7, 8} ad search for value 
2 in corresponding columns. Here (7, 8) 
has 2. So form cluster {7, 8} as new 
Cluster. Set the values as zero or x. 
Cluster 2: {7, 8} 
D1 x 1 2 x 1 2 2 1 2 
D2 x x x x 2 1 1 1 2 
D3 x x x x 2 x 2 2 x 
D4 x x x x 1 x 2 1 x 
D5 x x x x x 0 1 1 1 
D6 x x x x x x 2 1 2 
D7 x x x x x x x 2 1 
D8 x x x x x x x x 1 
 
Step 4: Find the next max value from the above table which is 1 here and target those cells as they form the  
            best candidate solutions. 
Table 9.  Content of Similarity Matrix showing step4  
 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 Stage4: consider only un-clustered 
document set {5} and search for value 
1 in corresponding columns. Here (5, 
7), (5, 8), (5, 9) are all 1s. But this is 
next minimum value after zero if we 
consider initial table values before 
clustering. Hence 5 can’t be similar to 
any of those documents and we must 
place it as a separate cluster {5}. 
D1 x 1 2 x 1 2 2 1 2 
D2 x x x x 2 1 1 1 2 
D3 x x x x 2 x 2 2 x 
D4 x x x x 1 x 2 1 x 
D5 x x x x x 0 1 1 1 
D6 x x x x x x 2 1 2 
D7 x x x x x x x x 1 
D8 x x x x x x x x 1 
 
The clusters finally formed are as shown below in the following figure.  
     O/P: Set of clusters 
                   Cluster-1: {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9} 
                  Cluster-2 : { 7, 8} 
                  Cluster-3 : { 5} 
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Fig. 1. Set of Clusters formed after applying the algorithm 
Once the clusters are formed we can label the clusters for the purpose of identification by using candidate 
item sets approach followed in [3] or pass it to SVM to classify. As search operation is the bottleneck here we 
use the pattern search algorithm [10] to find if a given word is in a set of documents. 
 
4.2 Component clustering Using Hybrid XOR Similarity function  
Consider the five components C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 with functional descriptions and weights assigned as VH, 
H, M, VL, L and need to be clustered to place all similar components in the repository. The table below are self 
explanatory and we can see (C1, C4) form one cluster. It can also be verified that these are similar to reference 
component R1 and may be replaced by the stored reference component if required or stored in to the repository. 
Table 10.  Sample Source Components with functional properties and Stored Reference Components in repository 
Component Features 
C1 Push Element       H  
Pop Element         H 
C2 Array Size          VL 
Queue Size           L 
C3 Top Stack            M 
POP Stack           H 
C4 Push Element      H 
C5 Array Size            L 
Queue Size          M 
Table 11.  Source Components with functional properties in matrix form where U- indicates undefined. 
 Push Element  Pop Element 
       
Array Size   
       
Queue Size 
         
Top Stack 
       
Pop Stack   
C1 H H U U U U 
C2 U U VL L U U 
C3 U U U U M H 
C4 H U U U U U 
C5 U U L M U U 
Table 12.  Source Components with functional properties in matrix form after applying similarity function 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
C1 X 6Z 6Z 1 6Z 
C2 X X 6Z 6Z 6Z 
                  Reference elements 
R1 R2 
Push Element    M  
Pop Element      H 
Array Size            M 
Queue Size          L 
Top Stack            VL 
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C3 X X X 6Z 6Z 
C4 X X X X 6Z 
C5 X X X X X 
 
(C1, C4) forms one cluster.  
C2, C3, C5 are each in different cluster. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper an attempt is made to study the problem of clustering and finally we come up with a unique 
approach carried out to cluster a set of given documents or text files or software components based on the new 
similarity function called hybrid XOR function defined for the purpose of finding degree of similarity among 
two document sets. We show the construction of similarity matrix of the order n-1 by n for n document sets 
generated by applying the hybrid XOR function for each pair of document or component sets. The Proposed 
algorithm has the input as similarity matrix and output being set of clusters formed dynamically as compared to 
other clustering algorithms that predefine the count of clusters and documents being fit to one of those clusters 
or classes finally. The approach can be justified as it carries out very simple computational logic and efficient 
in terms of processing. The approach can be extended to classify using classifiers and applying fuzzy logic in 
future. 
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